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THE SOCIAL CONTRACT  
 

Regarding Our Game at Our Table, we agree that… 
 
…Our Game starts with Fiction First! 
 
…in Our Game, everyone is here to tell awesome stories together, as a group, about the characters that 
we created as a group and that those stories need to remain about the group. 
 
…in Our Game, we will not use Aspects in any way that: 
 

● Cuts another player out of play 
● Offends the rest of the group 
● Isn’t justified by a character's abilities 

 
…in Our Game, Narrative Permission is key.  Whatever we try has to make sense within the fiction, with 
the correct tone, otherwise no amount of Fate Points or application of Create Advantage will allow us to 
do it. 
 
…Our Game is likely to be filled with awesome sequences of improbable action in an otherwise gritty and 
serious world.  It is a post-apocalyptic story in which our heroes are seriously capable (and so are the 
main enemies). Society has hit the bottom and we have nowhere to go but up. 
 
…Our Game is collaborative.  We will all (GM and Player) actively contribute to the Setting, the Mission, 
and the Scene through suggestion of creative ideas.  We will not prematurely judge those ideas too 
harshly but will instead work as a team to suggest cool and interesting modifications to the idea (if 
needed) in order to tell a more awesome story.  Players and GM are free, and encouraged, to suggest 
alternative actions, Aspects, Boosts, ideas, etc. to each other in order to support a more dramatic story 
but each Player owns the decision of how best to proceed with their Hero.  Player collaboration should not 
be perceived negatively. 
 
…in Our Game, if the Players fail to actively contribute, they agree to Bite The Dang Hook presented by 
the GM. 
 
…in Our Game, sometimes, the villain gets away…and that’s a good thing.  This isn’t a murderhobos kind 
of game.  We are playing to discover what success will cost our heroes rather than playing to discover 
whether or not our heroes will be successful. 
 
…in Our Game, meaningful character death is on the table as an outcome.  Senseless, or seemingly 
random, death, is not. 
 
...if Our Game were a movie, it would be rated “PG-13”.  We will avoid heavy use of profanity, not engage 
in ‘on-screen’ sexual activity among characters or violate any other constraints identified during Setting 
Creation. 
 
…Our Game ends with Fiction First! 
  

 

http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=murderhobo


ABOUT THEIR WORLD 
 

Preface: A Voice from The Past
 

 
TBD: A Movie Trailer Voice-Over that communicates the tone of the setting and relates some of the 
events (or effects) surrounding The Vore Invasion. Incorporate much of the following notes: 

 
Timeline

 
 

2035 Mafik Rinishi born in Golden, CO. 

2041 Dakota StandsWithFist born. 

2042 Ray Ernst born. 

2043 Genny Everywhere born. 

2046 Mangis Jung born. 

2050 ● A government contractor, working in a secret lab to solve one of Earth’s many 
environmental problems, opened a wormhole (“broke reality”) in the midst of 
Denver, Colorado, USA.  Presumably attracted by the crackling energy of the 
rift, an insect-like alien hive race invaded Earth.  We called them “The Scourge” 
- it would be months before we learned their proper name:  The Vore.  

● Mafik Rinishi, believed to be the first human witness to the arrival of The Vore, 
is recruited by the government to act as “spotter” in the fields. 

● Over a month after the arrival of the Vore, the Joetur, their breeders, followed to 
clean up the mess. The Joetur-led war to contain and eradicate the Vore on 
Earth led to an ecological collapse and the near-genocide of the human race. 

● The Vore spread across the globe as the fabric of space-time is sundered and 
additional rifts open. 

2052 The Quiet Year.  No additional rifts open. Space-time seems to be holding steady. 

2054 Mafik Rinishi’s daughter Imani born. 

2055 ● Dakota StandsWithFist is a message courier on the battlefields around 
Colorado. 

● Genny Everywhere is a body-dragger on the battlefields around Colorado 
● Mafik Rinishi graduates from the police academy and is engaged as a spotter 

on the battlefields around Colorado.  

2056 ● Dakota StandsWithFist gets pregnant out of wedlock and relocates to a 
Catholic-Religious-Retreat-for-Nuns-Turned-Zen-Buddhist-Monastery on the 
side of Pike’s Peak and goes into hiding. 

 



● Mafik Rinishi's wife dies and leaves Imani motherless at a very young age. She is 
taken care of by other spotters, couriers, and rangers when Mafik is in the field. 

2057 Yifu StandsWithFist born.  On his birthday, another rift opens. 

2060 ● After nearly 10 years of constant warfare, the United States Government is in 
shambles and preparing for a last, great push against the Vore. 

● Genny Everywhere joins the 6th Colorado Rangers Company. 
● The Incident at Outpost 62. 
● Mafik Rinishi investigates a pharmaceutical CEO involved in a suspicious 

burglary-homicide.  Later, that CEO will become a member of the Quorum. 

2062 ● The Vore Queen is located and destroyed by the Joetur.  As they leave Earth, 
they give a warning. “You are not alone...and they are coming.” Unfortunately, 
while the Joetur took out the Vore queen, they didn’t finish the job before they 
left. 

● The first trains powered by a combination of nuclear and steam power begin 
service from The Railyard. 

2063 ● The arcologies, trying to establish some form of communal government and 
combine resources to fight the remainder of The Scourge, unite to form The 
Collective. 

● Mafik Rinishi becomes a Collective Law Enforcement Officer. 

2065 ● Nick Mason challenges The Quorum. Nick becomes aware of research studies 
performed by members of The Collective on the negative impact recovered 
Joetur technology implanted into the human body has on the human genome. 

● Nick Mason and his supporters are cast out of The Collective for “disruptive 
propaganda and inciting rebellion”.  The Free and Independent Arcologies are 
established from among those arcologies who sided with Nick. 

● The Collective issues Directive 451, Required Registration, Relinquishment, 
Repatriation or Destruction of Extraterrestrial Technology for the Purposes of 
Research and Development.  The Collective lays claim to all extraterrestrial 
technology within its borders (which, for the record, are not recognized by FIA)  

● Ray Ernst gets involved with The University at the request of Genny 
Everywhere, an organization established in direct opposition to Directive 451. 

● Mafik Rinishi has a run-in with Ray Ernst over Ernst’s acquisition of 
unregistered alien technology. Mafik reports his findings to the Collective and, 
shortly after, is promoted to Detective and “augmented” with Joetur 
DermaTech.  

2066 Dakota StandsWithFist departs the Pike’s Peak monastery with her son Yifu and finds 
her way to the Pike City Arcology. 

2067 ● Nick Mason executed in town square of The Pike City Arcology on the order of 
Owen Roarke for “High Treason Against Humanity”. 

● Imani Rinishi is cast out of the Collective and changes her name to Imani 
BabaXing. She joins up with Ava Mason and The Resistance. 

● Mafik Rinishi actively investigating The Union in The Railyard. 

2068 ● Ava Mason disappears. 

 



● Mafik Rinishi arrives in The Pike City Arcology, sent by The Collective to 
investigate. 

● “The Last Train”, enroute to the annual Colorado City Conclave and carrying 
members of the The Pike City Collective enroute to the annual Colorado City 
Conclave, is attacked by the Vore.  The Last Train jumps its track and the 
ensuring battle destroys a significant amount of rail and infrastructure., the main 
theory, which cut off Pike City arcology from the rest of the Collective.  

● The Public Works refuses to fix the rail between The Railyard and The Pike City 
Arcology...and The Union does not object. 

2069 Mafik Rinishi joins the insurgency. 

2070 Current Year.  “The worst is yet to come”.  
● The number of Vore in the area are increasing again. 
● Humans are losing ground and resources.  
● “The Colorado City Arcology” (the seat of power of for The Collective) is failing. 

 
October 12. Cultists launch a coordinated attack against the Pike City Arcology.  Their 
target is The Spire. 

 
 

About The Vore, The Joetur and Transhumanity
 

 
“TBD: Some scary statement about the ravaging, rampaging effects The Vore had on Earth’s global 
ecosystem" 

-- Some Scientist Somewhere Shortly After The Invasion 
 
"TBD: Another scary statement that makes the future look less than guaranteed for humanity, but offers a 
glimmer of hope if mankind can only pull it together" 

-- Some Scientist Somewhere 
The Vore (“The Scourge”) 
 
As may be obvious from their appearance, which combines features of an ant, a centipede and a 
scorpion, the Vore are a burrowing insect-like creature that have found the mines among the The Rocky 
Mountains to be particularly well-suited to their needs.  At full adult size, the average Vore Drone is 
between 10-14’ in length and can raise its fore-body approximately half its length to threaten its prey or 
ward off threats.  
 
They will not intentionally cross swift-moving streams or bodies of water, even when they could easily do 
so, and do not like the cold.  They are not commonly found in areas where snowfall is common - nor 
above the treeline in the mountains. 
 
The Vore are particularly attracted to warm areas underground.  Areas through which operational 
electrical power-lines can be found are particularly attractive as are areas used to store nuclear waste or 
decomposing natural waste.  They have also been known to congregate at the site of recent lightning 
strikes. It is a fact that the Vore are the reason that a stable electrical grid that operates beyond the 
confines of a single arcology is not possible; they chew the electrical lines.  It is believed that they are 
attracted to the ozone. 

 



 
The Vore, while frightening to behold and extremely dangerous in swarms, are fairly easy to kill - their 
underside, which they are prone to expose when engaged in threatening displays, protected only by a 
fibrous, leathery sheath of translucent skin. 

 
Three common varieties of Vore have been identified, though other, less common, variations are known 
to exist: 

● Vore Drones. Creepy-Crawlie Scavengers.  The most common variety encountered, these are 
the Vore shock troops. Stats: Fight +1 / Athletics +2. 1 Stress box. 

 
○ Stunt: Pincher Grab.  When a Vore Drone Attacks with Fight and Succeeds with Style, it 

may deal damage equal to shifts rolled -1 AND Create the Aspect (“Grabbed”) on its 
target with 1 free invoke. 

 
○ Tactic: Attempt to Create Advantage (“Surprised!”) with Stealth by Attacking from Below, 

emerging from a hole in the ground.  Vore aren’t particularly stealthy...but it can happen. 
  
● Poisonous Vore Hunters. Creepy-Crawlie Hunter Vore who can project poison spittle. Smaller in 

size than Vore Drones but possessed of a scorpion-like stinging tail.  Stats: Fight +1 / Shoot +1 / 
Athletics +3. 2 Stress boxes.  

 
○ Stunt: Poison Spittle.  When a Vore Hunter successfully Attacks with Shoot and 

Succeeds with Style, it may deal damage equal to shifts rolled -1 AND Create the Aspect 
(“Poisoned”) on its target with 1 free invoke. 

 
○ Stunt: Poison Stinger. When a Vore Hunter successfully Attacks with Fight and 

Succeeds with Style, it may deal damage equal to shifts rolled -1 AND Create the Aspect 
(“Poisoned”) on its target with 1 free invoke. 

 
● Hulking Vore Guardians. Creepy-Crawlie Tank Vore. Harder to kill due to a thicker, more 

defensive exoskeleton.  Stats: Fight +2 / Athletics +1. 3 Stress boxes. Minor consequence.  
 

○ Stunt: Body Slam. When a Hulking Vore Guardian Attacks with Fight and Succeeds with 
Style, it may deal damage equal to shifts rolled -1 AND Create the Aspect “Dazed and 
Confused” on its target with 1 free invoke.  A “Dazed and Confused” victim can take no 
action other than Defend until they successfully overcome the aspect (Passive 
Opposition equal to number of shifts by which the Hulking Vore succeeded). 

 



 
The Joetur 

 
A Joetur Guardian / Shock 
Troop / Vore Herder (Yellow) 
 
A Joetur Imperator (Red) 
 
Transhumanity 
 
Cybernetics.  Even before 
the Joetur departed, 
humanity was already 
experimenting with implanting 
Joetur technology into our 
bodies.  When the Joetur 
departed, installing alien 
technology into one’s body 
became less of an 
experiment and more of a 
necessity.  At least, that’s 

how some people saw it.  The problem is, Joetur technology is not very well understood and appears to 
have...side effects…  
 
“The flame that burns twice as bright, burns half as long”. We don’t fully understand the Joetur 
Technology we attempt to use but we have learned that it can be incorporated into our bodies at the cost 
of a shorter lifespan. 
 
Mutations. Genetic anomalies are appearing in the human genome. Most are harmful and debilitating.  A 
few are not.  Mankind is not turning into Homo Superior or anything like that - but a change is occurring. 
Some have noticed; some are concerned; most are oblivious.  Of those who are concerned, a large 
number of them count themselves among The Opposition and believe that Joetur Technology may be to 
blame. 
 
Psionics. Mind-powers. There have been rumors of people able to do strange things with their 
brains...but it has never been proven.  Almost like THEY don’t want you to know THEY exist.  Or maybe 
they really don’t exist. 

 
Places

 
 

The Free and Independent Arcologies 
 
The Pike City Arcology 
Situational Aspect: “Home crap home” 

 



 
Overview: Established on the remains of Peterson Air Force Base in the early days of The Collective. 
From the North side of Peterson AFB to the Colorado Springs Airport is about 4 miles. The base is about 

4 miles wide (between 16 and 
20 square miles including the 
shared airport).  Estimates on 
the size of population vary but 
all agree: the Pike City Arcology 
has currently reached the limits 
of its ability to sustain its 
population.  The community is in 
crisis. The infrastructure 
requires constant repair and 
maintenance. The community is 
so busy dealing with the 
day-to-day that they don’t have 
time to find the enemy amongst 
them. 
 
Dr. Patrick Stanford is currently 
Mayor. 
 
There are 3-4 Sheriffs who help 
keep the peace, though there 
have not been any major crimes 
to speak of in recent memory. 
 
It is known: The Arcology has a 
lot of MREs. 
 

The individuals responsible for “The Event” are living in The Pike City Arcology in secret. 
 
A few former members of The Collective, stranded in Pike City when “The Last Train” from 2068 jumped 
its tracks in a Vore attack, have integrated into the society.  For the most part, they’ve been accepted - 
but old habits (and suspicions) die hard. 
 
The pride of the Pike City Arcology is probably its dirigible dock and ample flight support.  Without the 
support of the resources from The Collective, however, it is in constant need of repair and upkeep.  The 
water grid is known to be a mess and power conduits run everywhere to provide power to buildings, 
feeding off the central shield generator.  The Arcology does own a working backhoe that they fuel with 
bio-diesel when they have it and have used it to raze the buildings at the limits of the shields, building 
berms to slow down would-be attackers (Passive Opposition. Good/+3). 
 
The park near The Spire has been converted over for animal husbandry, some barns and outbuildings 
erected.  Livestock (goats, chickens, a few head of cattle) is regularly rotated throughout the arcology to 
graze on the land. 
 
Location: “The Malt Shovel”.  

 



Situational Aspect:  “Genny wants to talk to you.” 
Description: An abandoned hangar turned local bar with a secret basement from which, they say, the 
revolution plots its next move. The constant din of the diesel generator keeps eavesdroppers at bay - and 
Jenny Everywhere pours a fine (okay, passable) whiskey to help with the rest. 
 
Location: “Mickey D’s” 
Situational Aspect: “Greasy Spoon Diner or Bio-Diesel Refinery. Take Your Pick.” 
Description: Yep.  Exactly what you probably remember.  The old Peterson AFB McDonald’s has been 
converted over to a diner that serves mostly warmed up MREs but, occasionally, beef from the arcology’s 
stockyard.  You don’t get much in the way of bread, but you can wrap the burger up in a few slices of 
lettuce.  They literally “kill the cow” behind the building and render fat and vegetable matter for use as 
biodiesel fuel.  “Mickey D’s” isn’t the only place in the arcology to get food - but if you are feeling 
nostalgic, it can sometimes be fun to sit in the worn out diner seats or romp through the “Play Place” 
equipment. 
 
Location: The University. 
Situational Aspect: “Untouched by The Vore” 
Description: The University is a 24-hour Research & Development facility  located in the old Peterson Air 
& Space Museum. Caretakers live on-site and about 150 citizens from various professions from the 
nearby Arcology work there. It is outside of the Pike City Arcology shield but, to this point, has never been 
bothered by the Vore. No one knows why but some suspect it might have something to do with the Joetur 
fighter ship rumored to be there.  A short monorail, several hundred feet in length, connects the Arcology 
to the University.  Manual-powered “pedal pubs” scavenged from Denver have been converted for use on 
the monorail to shuttle workers back and forth between the Arcology and the University, with Security 
Forces jogging alongside to provide protection in the event of an attack by The Vore, raiders or some 
heretofore unknown threat. 
 
The Railyard 
Situational Aspect: “Gun barrels everywhere.” 
Overview: A fortress/arcology in its own right, the Railyard is a switching station that connects the larger 
and more influential arcologies in the region together, allowing for goods to be shared between them. 
From a distance, it looks a bit like a porcupine with its ample artillery guns pointed outward for its defense.  
 
When visiting The Railyard, take care to mind the higher-than-normal background radiation.  The Railyard 
is home to trains with nuclear-powered fire boxes and features an on-site storage facility for nuclear 
waste.  These two factors likely explain why the Railyard continues to attract higher than average 
numbers of Vore.  
 
In addition to ample nuclear waste and materials, the Railyard is also known to engage in weapons 
manufacturing and to be the base of operations from which The Union operates. 
 
The Collective 
 
The Colorado City Arcology 
 
● Description: The biggest arcology in the region. 
● Situational Aspect: “Welcome to Colorado City. You are being watched.” 

 



 
The Outlands 
 
Any area a few miles outside of an arcology, is considered to be part of The Outlands.  A dangerous 
place. 
 
Outpost 62 
 
Small Outpost in Utah along the rail line between Colorado and California.  There is a broken down train 
located there since 2060; the Railyard hasn’t bothered to collect it 
 
The Red Line (The Continental Ballistic Barrier) 
 
 
 
The Hot Zones 
 
While individual rifts are known to open and close spontaneously, rifts do tend to be found together in 
regions known as “Hot Zones”. An “Active Hot Zone” is an area outside of an arcology with one or more 
active, open dimensional rifts.  An “Inactive Hot Zone” refers to an region where there are no presently 
active rifts - but there have been in the past.  
 

Faces
 

 
The Series Regulars 
 
Ernst, Ray.  Has a crush on Genny Everywhere. 
 
Jung, Mangis.  Nuclear “fireman”. Father joined Union Pacific and Mangis followed in his footsteps 
years later.  He’s part of The Union but a bit oblivious to its true nature. 
 
Rinishi, Mafik 
 
StandsWithFist, Dakota 
 
StandsWithFist, Yifu 
 
 
The Guest and Recurring Guest Stars 
 
Ishmael 
 
Description. Muscular, bearded, dirty outdoorsy type. Long, wild, graying hair, pulled back in a pony tail. 

Intense blue eyes. Dresses in browns and greens; Head scarf. 

 



Approximate age, early 50’s.  HC: The Emissary of The Queen; TR: Incomprehensible apocalyptic 
ramblings; A: Rugged survivalist prepper; Guidance and insight unasked; We are Legion. Skills: 
Great/+4 (Rapport) 

 
Background Notes.  “Ishmael” (not his real name) has been at this for a long time.  Long before the 
arrival of the Vore made all of his planning worth it.  He believes the Vore Queen contacted him 
telepathically about the location of a special “egg” (or sack...or egg sack...he can’t quite remember) that 
could be used to birth a new queen.  He leads a cult or humans and transhuman followers who believe 
the Vore are a blessing to humanity; they bring out the best in us by forcing us to struggle for survival, 
ensuring that only the fittest move on towards the apotheosis of humanity. 

 
Ava Mason 
 
Description. Beautiful, fit, woman. Long brown hair, brown eyes. Approximately 42 yo; HC: Undeterred 
Leader of the Opposition;TR: Personal Vendetta That Gets In The Way; A: Raised to be a Rebel; The 
Legacy of Owen Roarke must be destroyed; Humanity Must Go On...We Must. Skills: Great/+4 (Rapport) 

 
Background Notes.  Studied Forestry, Biology and 
Agriculture before The Event. Her father was 
Nicholas Ian Mason, a pre-apocalypse mechanical 
engineer and general contractor. Ava was raised in 
Colorado City and, along with her father, was a 
member of The Collective.  As The Collective grew 
under the authority and power of Owen Roarke, 
Ava’s father became an outspoken critic against the 
incorporation of Joetur technology into the human 
body.  Eventually, his views led to the exile of 
himself, his supporters and all of their families. 
 
Ava’s father, Nick Mason, was executed, on the 
order of Owen Roarke, for High Treason Against 
Humanity in the streets of The Pike City Arcology in 

response to the theft of technology from The Collective, a charge he disputed.  According to the 
Collective, the technology stolen was critical to the function of shield generators and, ostensibly, 
distributed amongst the Free and Independent Cities of Colorado. 
 
After her father’s death, Ava took up the mantle and became more of a pain in Owen Roarke’s side than 
her father ever was.  Ava is a charismatic, intelligent leader who is comfortable fighting an insurgent war. 
She knows the Colorado landscape very well and has a way with people that makes them not only like 
her but listen to and follow her.  She’s not above using her good looks to get attention (“Men will fight for a 
woman with long hair.”) - but as soon as she opens her mouth, it is obvious she has a message that 
resonates with those not fortunate enough to be members of a Collective Arcology. 
 
Guinevere “Genny” Everywhere 
 
Description: Feisty red-headed proprietor of “The Malt Shovel” and Ava Mason’s Trusted Lieutenant. 
Approximately 27 yo; HC: Former Logistics Officer Turned Fixer; TR: I like the “Long Pour” a bit too 

 



much; A: Never known “normal”; You need it, I got it; Ava Mason’s Trusted Lieutenant; Skills: Great/+4 
(Contacts), Good/+3 (Resources) 

 
Background Notes. Genny is pragmatic, does 
not grow overly attached to people and does not 
wait for tomorrow to do anything that she wants 
to do today.  She knows the world is dangerous 
and that tomorrow may never come. Her 
adventurous approach to life, the “long pour” of 
whiskey popular in her bar and her ability to find 
just what you need - or put you on the right trail - 
have made her very popular throughout the FIA. 
 
Genny was just a young girl when the world 

turned upside down - war and fear and running and hunger and thirst and too many lost friends are all she 
can ever remember life being about.  She lost her mother in those early days.  She joined the 6th 
Colorado Rangers Company in her mid-teens - but even before that, she was a body dragger on the 
battlefield.  Even pulled her father to safety one time, only to lose him a year later - she’s thankful for that 
year.  
 
She got really good at scavenging, learned to identify the most valuable materials on the field of battle, 
and built caches of supplies throughout the region.  (“That girl’s got more secrets than a virgin on prom 
night.”) At one point, she was the 6th’s Logistic Officer. 
 
After Nick Mason’s death, Jenny joined up with Ava Mason and quickly became a trusted confidant and a 
critical member of Ava’s team. 
 
Additional Details: 
 

● Genny despises The Union. As a former logistics officer she understands how important trade 
and the ability to move goods between locations are and The Union exploits and extorts those 
who depend upon them.  Especially now, when mankind is on the verge of extinction, such petty 
behaviors just beg the question: “Do we deserve to go on?” 

 
“The Spy” 
 
Description:  Unknown. The Collective has a spy in the FIA...at least that is what the people of the FIA 
believe.  When things go wrong, it must be “The Spy”; when you catch a glimpse of someone dressed in 
black disappearing around the corner from sight, you just saw The Spy.  When the machine you are 
working on breaks down unexpectedly, the Spy has sabotaged your efforts to live a happy life. Skills: 
Fantastic/+6 (Deceive) 
 
There may be a Spy who moves amongst the peoples of FIA - or there may not.  It is not outside the 

realm of either the believable or the possible - but with what it 
takes to just keep living, eating and breathing in this 
Joetur-forsaken world, no one has time to track down all of 
the leads...and there are always more leads. 

 



 
The latest misdeeds attributed to The Spy? The theft of a miner’s shovel, two missing Joetur powercells 
(the casings later found among boulders by the river - along with 2 empty whiskey bottles, also stolen), 
and the mysterious disappearance of Ava Mason. 
 
The Co-Stars 
 
Dr. Joris Benovich 
 
Description: Executive Director, Research Interdimensional Frontiers Technology (RIFT) Group 
Apex Skill: Lore 
 
Deidre Einztoffel 
 
Description: Chairwoman, Water Control Board, Colorado City 
Apex Skill: Contacts 
 
Owen Roarke 

 
Description. Slim, fit, fastidiously clean, bearded. White hair. 
Ice-cold blue eyes. Approximately 65 yo.  HC: First Chancellor 
of The Quorum; TR: NOT KNOWN; A: Fascist architect of 
Humanity’s Brilliant Future 
 
Former Architect / Structural Engineer.  Believes he is on a 
mission to save what remains of humanity...leading the remnant 
towards its next big evolutionary leap.  He’ll use whatever tools 
and technology he can find to allow him to be successful and is 
not afraid to suffer loss and setback along the way.  When Nick 
Mason opposed The Quorum’s decision to make further use of 
Joetur technology - despite, but not unaware of, the risks - 
Owen had Nick and his supporters cast out of the Collective on 
the grounds that they were disruptive to the betterment of 
society.  From Owen’s perspective, given that the Joetur bred 
and husbanded the Vore like so much cattle, it made perfect 
sense to adopt the tools designed to keep the Vore under 
control. 

 
Owen ordered the execution of Nick Mason for High Treason Against Humanity in the streets of The Pike 
City Arcology after it was discovered that Nick had stolen technology from The Collective in order to keep 
the generators of the Free and Independent Cities of Colorado working. 
 
Dr. Patrick Stanford 
 
HC: Mayor of Pike City Arcology and Chancellor of The University (Retired) 
 
Dr. Stanford is known to be very particular about titles. All titles. 

 



 

Factions
 

● Society 
○ Society is divided between the “haves” and the “have nots” and the “haves” are not willing 

to invest in the “have nots”.  
■ Arcologies are not yet 100% self-sustaining in all cases but the infusion of Joetur 

technology has propelled pockets of humanity forward (“the haves”).  
■ Other pockets have been left behind (“the have nots”), blasted back to the early 

industrial period and struggling to maintain infrastructure and services with a 
heavy reliance upon hydraulics, pneumatics and steam power.  The electrical 
grid is still not reliable. 

■ The “have nots” live in a constant state of fear and unrest, their homesteads and 
communities unprotected from Vore incursions. 

 
The Collective / The Quorum 
 
The Collective is a coalition of arcologies united to ensure the preservation of mankind against the 
numerous threats presently seeking its destruction.  It is a fascist organization that demands loyalty and 
obedience as the price for admission.  Once admitted, member arcologies gain access to better and 
supplies, better trade routes and superior technology for defense and preservation. 
 
The Collective is selective about who it allows into its organization. 
 
The Collective aggressively pursues Joetur technology and considers Transhumanity to be the next, best 
hope for the continuation and survival of the human race.  It is willing to engage in risky research in order 
to fulfill this goal.  The Collective does its best to monitor the presence and use of Joetur technology not 
under its direct control. 
 
The Collective considers The University to be an organization of subversives and seditionists and 
opposes its right to exist. 
 
The Free and Independent Arcologies (FIA) 
 
Sometimes referred to as The New American Colonies or The Colorado Colonies. 
 
The Legion 
 
The Opposition. 
  
Also known as “The Resistance”, “The Insurgency” or “The Alliance”.  Names don’t seem to stick very well 
with this group. 
 
The Public Works 
 

 



“The Public Works” opposes the restoration of The Pike City Arcology for reasons thus far unknown.  
 
“The Public Works” is obstructing the movement of goods between Arcologies and groups; it is hard to 
gather the materials needed to sustain The Pike’s City Arcology. 
 
The RIFT Group 
 
The Union 
 
The University 
 
“The University” is working hard to find and restore infrastructure and solve the problems of our new 
reality. 
 
Technology 

 
 
The State of Human Technology 
 
Fuel.  Diesel fuel, even treated, will generally go bad in 6 months to a year - so much of the diesel fuel 
you’ll find won’t be any good.  Older formulations of diesel fuel (from the 1950s and 60s) would last for a 
few years.  Treated gasoline has about the same shelf-life: 6 months to a year - maybe two.  For the most 
part, gasoline and diesel fuel are a thing of the past.  Thankfully, nuclear power cells were in common use 
prior to the event. 
 
Electricity and “The Power Grid”. The power grid throughout the region is a shambles.  You won’t find 
reliable distributed power throughout the region.  The Collective has been pretty successful at restoring 
power within their domain - and is making progress on connecting arcologies - but the FIA is still very 
much “local power only...and subject to frequent brownouts”.  Don’t count on having electricity. 
 
Steam.  This is where its at. Much of the power infrastructure, particularly outside The Collective, has 
reverted back to steam and hydraulics. 
 
Batteries. Nope. Those have been used up for years - even the rechargeables.  You can still occasionally 
find nuclear “mini-cells” but there is some question about how safe they are - they weren’t particularly 
common even before the Scourge came through the Rift. 
 
Joetur Technology 
 
Powercells.  It is known to Earth’s Scientists that Joetur powercells run on Vore biomass but despite their 
best efforts, the smartest men and women on Earth have not been able to figure out how to recharge 
these powercells.  They are, at least, able to divide large powercells into smaller ones. Technology 
powered by Joetur powercells could begin to fail...any day now. 
 

 



Powercells are in high-demand throughout the region  They are precious and are often dedicated to 
defensive and logistics applications ahead of other potential uses. 

 
Nanotech.  Nanotech is, for the most part, an unexplored area of science and technology.  While humans 
are deploying nanotech - its long-term effects on the human body are not well understood and their are 
those who view it with extreme suspicion.  Nanotech enables of the fusion of technology with human 
biology - bridging the gap in strange and exciting ways.  The applications - particular in the medical and 
sensory areas - are thought to be unlimited. 
 
Shields.  When the Joetur left, mankind was quick to adapt Joetur plasma “shield” technology - used in 
their ships and personal armor - to applications to defend their habitats.  Unfortunately, Joetur shields still 
rely upon Joetur powercells - no other power source, including nuclear, has yet been found to replace 
them. 
 
Other than the presence of a few key components (Powercells, Shield Capacitors and Generators, an Arc 
Receptor), the manner in which Arcology shields are built and maintained varies considerably.  Power is 
fed, via a variety of different methods, from the powercells to capacitors which smooth out the power flow, 
protecting the shield generators from spikes and storing energy in the event of power flow disruption.  The 
shield generators draw on the capacitor generating a field which is drawn back towards the Arc Receptor 
and grounded. 
 
While humans have been able to scale up shields, we have yet to fully understand how they work.  The 
plasma fields are permeable - when active, a human can push through them without harm - but do serve 
to separate “inside” from “outside” even with regard to environmental conditions, air quality, heat/cool, etc. 
It is surmised that while humans have adapted this technology for protection, its original intended function 
was to act as a space and exploration “suit” of some sort not as armor (the Joetur have nanotech for that). 
 
It has been observed that animals and insects tend to shy away from the fields and will pass through 
them only under duress or desperation.  This includes the Vore.  It has been hypothesized that the 
plasma fields may emit an ultra high frequency sound or magnetic field disruption that the Vore find 
unpleasant or hurtful. 
 
Joetur Fighter.  Known only to a few, “The University” has an intact but inoperable Joetur fixed-wing, 
single pilot strike craft. 
 
  

 



CAMPAIGN 
 

Genre / Scale
 

 
Genre: Dystopic Post-Apocalyptic Survival 
Descriptor: Solarpunk 
Scale: Regional (United States, Colorado) 
 
The Vore invasion of Earth, and the subsequent war led by the Joetur to exterminate them, have led to 
wide-spread ecological collapse and the near-genocide of the human race. In general, the genre is 
probably most defined by its post-apocalyptic elements - resource scarcity, etc. - but the addition of the 
“solarpunk” descriptor spins the narrative more towards a positive outlook.  We’ve pretty much hit rock 
bottom and we’re going to be on our way up; the heroes are building something against all odds and will 
be successful; it just might cost them everything they have and know...including their own humanity. 
 

Issues
 

Legacy Issue 
Aspect: “A portal of impossibilities that only opens in” 
 
A new wormhole (also known as “a rift”) has opened in California and is the subject of intense study.. 
 
The San Diego Rift has been under almost constant surveillance since it opened.  What passes for a 
military force these days has it surrounded, weapons pointed IN.  It doesn’t get much press these days. 
People have grown accustomed to its complete and utter lack of...well...anything interesting.  Nothing has 
come through it and nobody's quite sure what caused it to open. 
 
An entire Arcology has built up around the San Diego Rift and the Rift itself is housed inside a building to 
support its careful study.  
 
Cast 
 

● Advocate.  Dr. Joris Benovich 
● Opponent. Ishmael 

 
Invoke to: 
 

● TBD 
● TBD 
● TBD 

 
Compel to: 
 

● TBD 

 



● TBD 
● TBD 

 
Current Issue 
Aspect: “To whom much is given…” 
 
Scouts returning to The Pike City Arcology from abroad are reporting (unsubstantiated) rumors 
throughout the region that the Collective’s eco-purifiers are breaking down. Water rationing is periodically 
enforced and the Citizens are becoming restless.  Given the strange, coincidental timing of the 
breakdowns within multiple Arcologies, whispers of sabotage by the insurgency are already beginning. 
Things are starting to heat up for non-Citizens moving throughout the region. 
 
Cast 
 

● Advocate.  Genny Everywhere. 
● Opponent. The Spy. 

 
Invoke to: 
 

● TBD 
● TBD 
● TBD 

 
Compel to: 
 

● TBD 
● TBD 
● TBD 

 
Impending Issue 
Aspect: “Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness” is not just a slogan! 
 
The Free and Independent Arcologies have had enough. Regardless of what the Collective believes, the 
Free Peoples have a right to live safely and securely without having to bend the knee to Owen Roarke 
and The Quorum.  Enough is enough!  The Transhumans of The Collective must have truly forgotten what 
it means to be human and, if that is the case - if they think that the Free Peoples will just lie down and die 
without a fight - they are sorely mistaken. If the Collective is unwilling to trade in good faith and work 
together, then it shall be war. 
 
Cast 
 

● Advocate.  Ava Mason 
● Opponent. Deidre Einztoffel 

 
Invoke to: 
 

● TBD 

 



● TBD 
● TBD 

 
Compel to: 
 

● TBD 
● TBD 
● TBD 

 
 

Other Interesting Sparks and Rumors 
 

● The Vore, put down for a period, are growing once again in The Outlands and Hot Zones.  They are 

easy to kill (soft underbelly) but hard to eradicate; swarms! 

o Following the Attack on The Spire (12 October 2070), an unborn Vore was found among the Vore 

● There is instability among even the elites as the people in power struggle with the ramifications of 

Alien Technology.  The emergence of “the haves” and “the have more”. 

● The environment is turning against us.  The climate has been disrupted. 

● There are spies from the haves living amongst the citizens of The Pike City Arcology. 

● The leader of “The University” has a plan; but he may not be human! 

● Rumor: There is a “prepper camp” to the West.  People call it “Lubenville”. 

● Rumor: A nuclear generator and turbine were stolen from an arcology to the south. 

● Rumor: There is an Outlander Settlement attempting to domesticate Vore 

● Rumor: The University (or is it Pike City Arcology) has the ability to communicate with the Vore! 

  

 



MECHANICS 
 

System References
 

 
● Fate Core System 
● Atomic Robo: The Roleplaying Game 
● Fate Codex, Volume 1: Issue 2 “Changing Skills: A Matter of Survival” 
● Fate Codex, Volume 2: Issue 4, pg. 5 “I Remember When…”: Using Flashbacks In Fate 
● Ryan Macklin’s “Fate : The Discover Action” and “Aspects vs. Information” 
● Funny-Shaped Dice’s Catalogs : Skills & Stunts, Character Aspects 
 

Character Creation
 

Dials 
 
● Number of Aspects: 5 
 

○ You should have 5 Aspects: An Identity/High Concept, an Affliction/Trouble and three others. 
○ If you need help defining your Aspects, try this framework for starting out: 

 
■ Who Are You (Identity / High Concept)? Consider referring to your “Former” life in your 

Identity:  “Former Human Resources Specialist Turned Combat Medic” 
 
■ What Are Looking For (Motivation) ? This does not have to be a physical item or person.  It 

can be something metaphysical as well.  It is a goal that speaks to what motivates you to get up 
in the morning and keep going every day in a world gone to hell. 

 
■ Why Can’t You Find It (Affliction / Trouble)? Something with a tendency to get in the way of 

you accomplishing your goal.  It could be a personality disorder, an ailment, an addiction, a 
rival, an enemy who hounds you. Your affliction should offer ample opportunities to earn Fate 
Points so pick something that can be leveraged frequently.  

 
■ What Have You Lost/Found or Forgotten/Learned (Lost/Found/Relationship)?  

● If it is a loss, this isn’t something you are looking for any longer.  It is gone.  How did the 
loss affect you? Everybody has lost something (or someone) in the Apocalypse. Perhaps 
you were once best friends with someone on the team buy you are not any longer.  What 
happened? This Aspect could also speak to the impact of a loss. 

● If it is a discovery, what have you discovered since the Apocalypse began?  Did you learn 
something about yourself or someone else?  Did you meet someone who changed the way 
you looked at the world? This could be a relationship or it could speak to the impact a 
relationship had or is continuing to have on you. 

 
■ Who do you owe (Relationship)?  It is the Apocalypse and it is pretty darned hard to survive 

on your own.  You’ve built relationships with others to get you this far. With whom on the team 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xMqaAjFRNcSuWVYMS1P9zIqTE3948QapKydGhqEnGk0/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zm9VqxScgdx7dU9IRuSdRLdUUWKJWsMDIXazO6r_cWg/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_qGCEMA6hVMWmtobGNmVGdGR0k/view?usp=sharing
http://ryanmacklin.com/2014/10/fate-the-discover-action/
http://ryanmacklin.com/2014/10/aspects-vs-information/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B_qGCEMA6hVMWmtobGNmVGdGR0k/view?usp=sharing


do you have a strong relationship?  What is the basis of that relationship?  How do you feel 
about it? Do you owe something to someone outside of the team? 

 
● Number of Phases: 2-3.  Optional.  All characters should be tied together into a cohesive functioning 

team.  Consider the suggested Aspect Framework above to get you started. 
● Skill Pyramid or Columns: Pyramid 
● Number of Columns: NA 
● Initial Skill Cap: Great (+4) 
● Players Create New Skills: Consult the GM if you feel you need a Skill not available in the Skill List. 
● Initial Refresh Rate: 3 
● Initial Stunts: Standard. 3 Free; up to 2 additional at a cost of 1 Refresh each 
● Type of Stress Tracks: Physical, Mental 
● Default Number of Stress Boxes: 2 
● Default Consequence Slots: 2 (Minor) / 4 (Moderate) / 6 (Severe) / 8 (Extreme) 
 
Extras 
 
Not everyone will have an Extra and, keeping with the understanding that no one character should 
dominate the story, Extras will, for the most part, be story/narrative details that provide characters 
permission to define Stunts and/or Skill swaps they would not otherwise be easily able to justify. 
 
Cybernetics and Mutations. If you want to dabble in Transhumanity, you could choose to have 
Cybernetics or be an emerging Mutant of some kind.  Since the focus of this game is not on building 
super-powered beings, we’re going to keep it simple.  
 
To play with any of these concepts, you need only provide an Aspect (usually your High Concept, but it 
does not have to be)  that suggests one of these features (e.g. “Enhanced”, “Augmented”, “Empath”, 
“Mutant”, etc.). 
 
With an appropriate Aspect in place, you have narrative permission to invoke that Aspect to do and create 
things that could be explained by your enhancement. Basically, anything that you could do with a simple 
stunt that narratively makes sense within the bounds of your Aspect, you can pay a Fate Point to do.  If 
you’d like to do something more complex, you’ll need to buy a Stunt. 
 
These enhancements provide a lot of narrative flexibility.  It is recommended that you record frequently 
used ideas for use and consider actually defining stunts for those you use the most.  It will save you Fate 
Points in the long run. 
 
Regarding Mutants, keep in mind that this is not a Supers game. If you want to play a mutant of some 
sort, keep your mutation fairly low-key.  Maybe you have gills and can breath underwater?  Your hearing 
or eyesight are better than the average human?  Maybe you are stronger than average...or faster. 
However, you can’t be Spiderman, Wolverine or any of the other X-Men. 
 
Psionics.  Did I mention that this is not a Supers game? Since it isn’t, mental powers (“Psionics”) are 
limited to abilities with non-physical manifestations.  Pushing thoughts into someone’s mind (“mind 
control”), mind-reading, mental blasts, creating illusions experienced by a single mind, etc. are all 
possibilities.  Pyrokinetics and the like are not. 

 



Rules & Rulings
 

Initiative / Turn Order 
 
The Arcology will determine Turn Order as described in Atomic Robo, pg. 114: 
 

“Participants in the conflict take turns acting.  The first person (player or GM) to go picks which 
character acts next, whether PC or NPC. Whoever controls that character picks the next to act, 
and so on.  A character who’s already acted can’t be picked to act again until everyone else in the 
conflict has had a turn. When everyone has acted, that marks the end of the round.  The last 
character to have acted picks who acts first at the top of the next round. Repeat as needed until 
one side concedes or is taken out. 
 
Note that these choices are made on a character-by-character basis. This means that not all of 
the NPCs controlled by the GM will (or even should) act one after the other.  Treat a mob of 
nameless NPCs as a single character.” 

 
As a clarification, the last character to have acted may choose themselves to act first at the top of the next 
round. 
 
Weapons & Armor 
 
We will not be using the "Weapons and Armor" rules described in Fate Core, to start.  
 
● First, Fate Core's "Weapons and Armor" rules significantly increase the deadliness of the game and 

tend to push everyone to find the "best armor" available.  At that point, you've pretty well offset the 
weapon modifiers so why bother? 

 
● Second, we agree that Character Death must be meaningful - which means it is going to be a very rare 

event.  Increasing the amount of damage your enemies could potentially do to you seems to contradict 
that position. 

 
Exception:  It is possible that the GM may apply Weapons and Armor type rules in unique situations 
when modeling threats to the Heroes but this will not be the norm.  The intent of this exception will be to 
provide the GM with the means to better model exceptional threats which may involve specific 
weaknesses (“Take out the armor!”, “Get that portable canon away from him!”) or when representing very 
large threats. 
 
Attacking from Surprise 
 
We’ll be using the rules from Atomic Robo, pg. 116: 
 

“A defender who isn’t aware of their attacker rolls four Fate dice, like always, but doesn’t get to 
add a skill rating to the result…Note that this only applies when acting directly against someone 
who’s unaware of you – usually, by attacking them.” 

 

 



Relevant stunts still apply. 
` 

Concession, Taken Out & Character Death 
 
"Meaningful" character death is on the table when you get "Taken Out". The GM will do his best to 
telegraph to the players when an encounter could result in death and Players will keep in mind that they 
have many, many ways to avoid death (stress boxes, consequences, conceding, etc.). 
 
Remember: Characters do not concede.  Players do.  You never have to die in Fate as long as you 
concede before the attack. If you, the Player or GM, concede before you get taken out, you as the Chief 
Advocate have the final word over the fate of the character after that scene and that means you can 
easily take death off the table:  you negotiate on the particulars but the chief advocate gets the last word! 
 
Keep in mind that conceding is not the end of the story; it is just the end of the scene for you and an 
opportunity for the story to go in a new and interesting direction. 
 
Flashbacks 
 
The Arcology will allow the use of Flashbacks as described in Fate Codex, Volume 2: Issue 4, “I 
Remember When…”: Using Flashbacks in Fate.  
 
What can I do with a Flashback? 
 
A Flashback is a Scene setup by a Player instead of the GM about the Player’s Character.  It can be used 
to build out the world, shape the current story, develop characters and relationships, and create 
advantages and setting aspects that can be brought to bear in the current scenario. Ideally, it provides 
some additional history and context about the character, who they are and why they are the way they are. 
It may also provide some advantages. 
 
How do I Flashback? 
 
● Set time and Place. Where and when the flashback takes place. 
● Frame the situation.  What happened? 
● Run the Scene. The GM runs the scene framed by the Player, incorporating at least one success roll 

if possible 
● Finish the Scene. The GM narrates the outcome of the scene and the Player briefly describes the 

impact the outcome had on the character; how it affected the character in terms of personality, skills, 
motivations or other areas. 

● Create a Situation Aspect.  If appropriate, create a Situational Aspect related to both the subject 
matter of the flashback and the current scenario. The aspect expires at the end of the scenario. 

 
Flashback Parameters 
 
● A single flashback may occur only at the start of a session. 
● The opportunity to narrate a Flashback will rotate between Players each session. 
● A Player may only have one Situation Aspect in play per Scenario as a result of a Flashback.  

 



● A Player who has narrated a Flashback may not narrate another until all other Players have been 
provided the opportunity to narrate a Flashback of their own. 

● Players are not required to narrate a flashback 
● A flashback must occur within a time period prior to joining the group. 
 
Flashback Rules 
 
● Don’t Contradict the Present.  You may not narrate a flashback that in any way contradicts or breaks 

the continuity of the “present” or the current story. 
● The Past Happened!  No one can rewrite an old flashback with a new flashback.  Once it’s been 

played out, it’s part of the campaign canon. 
● Honor Player Boundaries.  A flashback is not a way for you to bring an element into the story that the 

group previously decided was out of bounds.  Likewise, you don’t get to say what the characters 
played by other people at the table did or said. 

 

Skills
 

Rulings on Existing Skills 
 
Survival 
 
The Survival skill is available to all characters.  For a description of the Survival skill, see the Skills & 
Stunts catalog.  
 
Deferred Skills 
 
Drive (Specialization)  
 
The group decided not to create Drive specializations for now.  It not clear to what degree “Drive” will 
even be a thing in this setting. Presently, finding fuel that has not degraded into uselessness is a problem. 
 
Pilot  
 
For the time being, the group decided not to include a "Pilot" skill. The current belief is that the opportunity 
to use such a skill will not come up often enough to justify creating such a skill and the current setting 
background does not support the idea of large functional aircraft.  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xMqaAjFRNcSuWVYMS1P9zIqTE3948QapKydGhqEnGk0/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xMqaAjFRNcSuWVYMS1P9zIqTE3948QapKydGhqEnGk0/


APPENDICES 
 

Rules & Rulings Under Consideration 
 

Discover: The Fifth Fate Action 
 
From Ryan Macklin’s “Fate : The Discover Action” 
 

Discover covers revealing information, either with passive or active opposition. Depending on the 
nature of what’s revealed, you may uncover facts and information or you may uncover an actual 
aspect. Success gives you the information or aspect, and success with style gives you a 
boost or a free invocation. Unlike with creating an advantage, the aspect doesn’t inherently 
come with a free invocation [you must succeed with style to get that  -raj], because you’re 
observing rather than applying change. 

 
If a Skill provides a Create An Advantage action, it also provides a Discover Action.  Outcomes for the 
Discover action are as follows: 
 

● Fail.  You are misled by what you discover OR you succeed at a serious cost. 
● Tie.  You do not discover anything of value OR you succeed at a minor cost. 
● Succeed. You discover something of value (information or aspect) 
● Succeed with Style. You discover something of value (information or aspect) and get a boost 

or free invoke. 
 
Automatic Discovery 
 

All of your skills rated at Good and higher have an additional benefit: they always succeed at 
overcome actions or creating advantages that involve passive discovery—i.e., any time when 
the GM would normally call for a skill roll to spot or hear something that is reflexive and takes 
no time or effort. No roll is required; the characters are just that good. Now instead of the person 
with a high Notice being the person who discovers all things, the person with the high Athletics 
notices the martial arts an opponent is using (thus suggesting where they trained), the high 
Burglary sees the telltale scratches around a lock or window pane that suggests it’s been 
compromised, and so on. 
 
Furthermore, we’ll add a little bit more to skills that are Great or higher—assume they 
succeed with style at passive discovery. That means extra free invocations or other benefits 
from being one of the setting’s top experts or masters of that field or discipline.  

 

Additional Maps of Colorado Springs and Surrounding Environs 
 
Colorado Springs and the surrounding area, Circa. 2017. 
 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/@38.8631203,-104.9400788,10z


 
 

 



 
 

Framework and Constraints 
 
The GM has indicated a desire to GM a game with a setting that is any of or some combination 
of: Steampunk, Cyberpunk, Post-Apocalyptic Survival.  The agreed upon setting must fit within 
these boundaries.  The Players agreed. 
 
A Player at the table has requested that zombies not be part of the game.  The GM has made 
this a constraint on the setting to be developed. 
 
A Player at the table has requested that supernatural / spiritual elements not be part of the 
game.  The GM has negotiated with the Player on the grounds that any sufficiently advanced 
technology is indistinguishable from magic and that, while narratively, things may be described 
in supernatural terms there is a natural (albeit unknown) reason behind them.  No ghosts, 
demons, devils, etc.  The Player agreed. The GM has made this a constraint on the setting to be 
developed. 
 
Media and Inspiration 
 
Jericho (TV Show): A base of operations from which a group of heroes deploys to accomplish 
missions required to maintain the base and its people.  Suggested by Josh. 
 
Beyonce Sweet Dreams (Music): “It can be a sweet dream or a beautiful nightmare, either way 
I don’t want to wake up…” Psychological thrillers; lack of surety about whether something is 
really good or bad. Suggested by Rachel. 
 
The Planet of The Apes (Movie). The sense that we’ve wrought our own doom. Lost 
technology. Suggested by George. 
 

 



The Wire (TV Show). The general breakdown and collapse of society. It takes a lot of effort to 
build something up and, even then, it has a tendency to collapse. Suggested by Patrick. 
 
Indiana Jones (Movie).The mysterious.  The hunt for lost artifacts that are also sought after by 
others who might put them to nefarious purposes. Suggested by Amee. 
 
Person of Interest (TV Show). Conspiracies and a Pandora’s Box - the sense that the genie in 
the bottle can’t be put back - and it isn’t necessarily our friend. Suggested by Rob. 
 

Demographics 
 

Rank Ancestry Year % Total 
Population 

Ancestry Year % Total 
Population 

1 German 2000 15.2% German 2010 17.1% 

2 Irish 2000 10.8% African 
American 

2010 14.6% 

3 African 
American 

2000 8.8% Irish 2010 11.6% 

4 English 2000 8.7% Mexican 2010 10.9% 

5 American 2000 7.2% English 2010 9.0% 

6 Mexican 2000 6.5% American 2010 6.7% 

7 Italian 2000 5.6% Italian 2010 5.9% 

8 Polish 2000 3.2% Polish 2010 3.0% 

9 French 2000 3.0% French 2010 2.9% 

10 Native 
American 

2000 2.8% Scottish 2010 1.9% 

11 Scottish 2000 1.7% Scotch-Irish 2010 1.7% 

12 Dutch 2000 1.6% Native 
American 

and Alaskan 
Native 

2010 1.6% 

13 Norwegian 2000 1.6% Dutch 2010 1.6% 

 



14 Scotch-Irish 2000 1.5% Puerto Rican 2010 1.5% 

15 Swedish 2000 1.4% Norwegian 2010 1.5% 

 
 

 


